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Abstract:

Bitmaps are gaining popularity with Data Mining Applications that use GPUs, since Memory organisation and
the design of a GPU demands for regular & simple structures. However, absence of a common framework
has limited the benefits of Bitmaps & GPUs mostly to Frequent Itemset Mining (FIM) algorithms. We in
this paper, present a framework based on Bitmap techniques, that speeds up Classification Algorithms on
GPUs. The proposed framework which uses both CPU and GPU for Algorithm execution, delegates compute
intensive operations to GPU. We implement two Classification Algorithms Naı̈ve Bayes and Decision Trees,
using the framework, both which outperform CPU counterparts by several orders of magnitude.

1

INTRODUCTION

Long before the advent of Data Mining, Bitmaps have
been used in analytical queries. Bitmap based techniques have been used when evaluating long predicate statements and different varieties of Bitmap indices have been proposed as early as 1997(O’Neil
and Quass, 1997). In certain studies like(Sinha and
Winslett, 2007), authors have proposed methods to
store data in Bitmaps which enable querying scientific
data,that mainly consists of floating-point numbers,
efficiently. Bitmaps have been used for different Applications from a long time, but mainly Bitmaps have
been used as a complementary index, not as a complete data structure. An instance where Bitmaps have
been considered from the perspective of a data structure is(Fang et al., 2009), where Bitmaps have been
applied for a Frequent Itemset Mining(FIM)(Chee
et al., 2018) algorithm.
The organization and the processing done with
Bitmaps makes it a natural candidate for FIM algorithms. In FIM algorithms such as Apriori(Agrawal
and Srikant, 1994), individual itemsets are mapped
into distinct Bitmaps so that generation of new itemsets can be easily done by intersecting Bitmaps.
Showing that Bitmaps aren’t limited to FIM algorithms, authors have implemented a Decision Tree
algorithm using Bitmaps in (Favre and Bentayeb,
2005), which uses Bitmap indices residing on a
database to obtain counts needed to build the tree.
Similar to Bitmaps, another emerging technique
being increasingly used in Data Mining is process-

ing with GPUs. GPUs are being increasingly considered for Data Mining algorithms due to their ability
to execute algorithms in parallel and also due to the
repetitive nature of Data Mining workloads. In studies (Fang et al., 2009; Silvestri and Orlando, 2012;
Chon et al., 2018),Bitmaps have been used on GPUs
to accelerate FIM algorithms,but the type of processing they do can be extended to other algorithms.
In this study we are exploring the ability to use
Bitmap processing for Classification Algorithms. We
propose a Bitmap-based CPU-GPU hybrid framework for Classification Algorithms, which uses two
Bitmap representations, Bitmaps and BitSlices. We
also propose a Batching technique which limits number of kernel invocations and improves performance
significantly. To prove our hypothesis, we implement two algorithms Naı̈ve Bayes and Decision Tree
using both the representations and show that significant speedups can be obtained with the proposed
techniques. In the experiments we perform with real
world datasets, we obtain average speed ups of 30 and
3 for Naı̈ve Bayes and Decision Trees respectively.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review related work on Data
Mining frameworks which uses GPUs, Distributed
Algorithms proposed for Classification Algorithms
and use of Bitmaps in Data Mining algorithms.
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2.1

GPU Frameworks for Data Mining
Applications

In work done by Böhm et al.(Böhm et al., 2009), a
framework, which uses an optimised index to speed
up similarity join operations, has been proposed . By
expressing two clustering algorithms DBSCAN and
K-Means with similarity join, they have obtained significant speed ups over CPU counterparts. Their proposed technique has so far been applied to Clustering
Algorithms,even they claim that the technique can be
applied for other Algorithms.
The framework proposed by Fang et al.
,
GPUMiner (Fang et al., 2008) is much closer to what
we are doing, in the sense that it uses Bitmaps for
all algorithms supported by the framework. They use
both Horizontal and Columnar Data layouts and facilitates multiple algorithms falling into different categories. In GPUMiner, Bitmaps are being used for
different types of operations. In Apriori, Bitmaps
are utilised to represent unique itemsets and are used
while computing support and generating candidates.
From the perspective of Apriori Algorithm, this is a
core operation, since it’s the most compute intensive
step. But in clustering algorithms, Bitmaps are used
for tracking the identity of different data points. This
operation can only be considered as a supporting task,
because it doesn’t directly involve with calculating
distance, which is the compute intensive operation in
Clustering Algorithms.
Another study that proposes a framework for Data
Mining algorithms is (Gainaru and Slusanschi, 2011),
where the framework provides core functionalities
like handling data transfers and scheduling while giving the flexibility to extend/perform algorithm specific changes. With their approach of unifying data
transfers, they have been able to use optimization
techniques applied for one algorithm to improve another. But they haven’t been able to surpass speed ups
that can be obtained with Bitmaps.
In work done by Jian et al.(Jian et al., 2013), they
propose 3 main techniques which improves processing on GPUs. These techniques address three recurring operations in Data Mining applications. Their solution to one such problem which is processing highdimensional data, is to follow column-wise processing. This approach enables GPU to apply sequential
addressing reduction(Harris, 2016), which is the same
technique we are using in our study.

2.2

Parallel Data Mining Algorithms

In (Fang et al., 2009) authors present two efficient
GPU based Apriori algorithms that use Bitmaps, one
260

running solely using Bitmaps and another using a Trie
to do candidate generation. Support counting part in
both algorithms is delegated to the GPU and counting support of a single itemset is handled by a single thread block. For support counting both the variants rely on Bitmap representation. Another couple
of studies where GPUs are used in FIM algorithms
are (Silvestri and Orlando, 2012) and (Chon et al.,
2018). In (Silvestri and Orlando, 2012), algorithm defers using GPU until all the frequent itemsets fit into
device memory, which prevents frequent data transfers between host and the device. With this technique,
they’ve been able to observe significant speed ups. In
(Chon et al., 2018) authors have explored the possibility of using multiple GPUs while exploiting the ability to compute a partial sum in each thread block. In
both the studies, Bitmaps have been used for storing
Frequent Itemsets.
Recently, Viegas et al.(Andrade et al., 2013) implemented Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm on GPUs. In their
implementation they’ve used a compact data structure
indexed by terms, which has helped them to minimize
memory consumption. The compact structure being
used, help them to perform model building in parallel, allowing them to achieve 35 times speed up over
sequential CPU execution.
One of the earliest methods for building a Decision tree in parallel has been proposed in (Shafer
et al., 1996), where records are distributed among
multiple processors. Algorithm SPRINT is an improvement over SLIQ(Mehta et al., 1996), and has
adopted many characteristics from SLIQ. SPRINT
proposes a parallel tree building technique which distributes computation by delegating each node to a different processor.
But these algorithms are designed on multiprocessor systems, where each processor has access to
a dedicate memory and a hard disks. At a conceptual level, data organisation and processing followed
in our framework for Decision Tree, is similar to the
methods used in SPRINT(Shafer et al., 1996).
Techniques proposed in(Shafer et al., 1996) have
been adopted in CudaTree(Liao et al., 2013) which
is a GPU based implementation. In addition to the
characteristics borrowed from SPRINT, another approach CudaTree(Liao et al., 2013) explores is, blending task parallelism and data parallelism by switching
between two different modes of tree building.
There are couple of algorithms proposed for building Random forests on GPUs. Algorithm proposed in
(Amado et al., 2001) exploits task parallelism by tasking each core with building a single tree. Authors are
claiming that the algorithm works best when lot of
parallel trees are built.
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DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION

This section mainly describes the design and implementation of our framework. We talk in-depth about
the two Bitmap variants supported by the framework,
Bitmaps and BitSlices, highlighting each area they
can be optimally used in. We also talk about the two
algorithms implemented using the framework, Naı̈ve
Bayes and Decision tree, detailing about types of processing needed for each algorithm and showing how
our framework provides those. Then we move onto
discuss how batching is implemented and how it reduces running time of algorithms.

3.1

Ai

Bk

Figure 1: Dataset represented using Bitmaps.

3

A1

BitSlice And Bitmap
Representations

The BitSlice and Bitmap representations we are talking about are widely known index schemes available
in literature. However in the scope of our work, rather
than using as index schemes we are using those to
store actual underlying data. Before converting to either format, data is first arranged into a column-major
format.
The Bitmap representation is similar to Value-List
indices proposed in (O’Neil and Quass, 1997). If
Dataset D can be represented as a collection of Attributes {A1 , A2 , A3 , . . . , An } where each Attribute has
| R | number of elements and cardinality of attributes
(the number of distinct values) in each attribute can be
expressed as {C1 ,C2 ,C3 , . . . ,Cn }, then we can define
Bitmap and BitSlice representations as below.
The Bitmap representation is a Set B
{B1 , B2 , B3 , . . . , Bn } where Bi is the set of Bitmaps
corresponding to Attribute Ai . Bi can be expressed by
a set of Bitmaps {bi,1 , bi,2 , bi,3 , . . . , bi,m } where bi,j is
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Figure 2: Dataset represented using BitSlices.

a vector of bits consisting of either ones or zeros and
m = Ci . Size of each Bitmap is equal to the number
of records in the Dataset or | bi,j |=| R |. Assuming
that distinct values in Ai can be expressed by the set
{ai,1 , ai,2 , ai,3 , . . . , ai,m }, then kth bit in bi,j is set to one
only if kth value in A1 is equal to ai,j . This way kth
value will be set to 1 only in one bitmap. Loosely
defining, bi,j gives the locations ai,j is appearing in
dataset. Fig. 1 gives a graphical illustration of the
Bitmap representation. As depicted in the Figure,
attribute A1 has 3 distinct values, hence the 3 Bitmaps
B1 ,B2 and B3 . Similarly, An has m attributes which
are shown by the Bitmaps B1 , . . . , Bm .
BitSlice representation of Dataset D can be defined by making slight modification to the previous.
Assuming attribute Ai can be represented as a binary
number with N+l bits, the Bit sliced representation of
Ai is an ordered list of bitmaps bi,N , bi,N-1 , . . . , bi,1 ,
bi,0 where these Bitmaps are called the BitSlices. If
Ai [k] denotes, kth element in Attribute Ai and the bit
for row k in bit-slice bi,j by bi,j [k] then the values for
bi,j [k] are chosen so that
N

Ai [k] = ∑ bi,j [k] × 2i

(1)

i=1

Note that we determine N in advance so that
the highest-order bit-slice bi,N is non-empty. Usually N is selected so that N = log2 (max(Ai )). BitSlice representation of the Dataset D is the set B
{B1 ,B2 ,B3 ,. . . ,Bn } where Bi is the BitSlice representation of Attribute Ai . Fig. 2 illustrates the Dataset
represented in BitSlices. Note that all the values in
column A1 are represented by three BitSlices, which
means that the maximum value in A1 is 7. Similarly, An is represented by m BitSlices, meaning that
2m+1 − 1 is the maximum values present in the column.
Even we define a single Bitmap as a vector of
bits, when implementing it programatically, bits are
261
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Figure 3: Bitmap intersection & counting on GPU.

grouped into chunks of 64 and is usually stored as an
array of unsigned long (ulong) literals. Then Bitmap
intersection would reduce into performing bitwise
AND between two ulong arrays.

3.2

Bitmap and BitSlice Processing

When data is represented with BitSlices/Bitmaps, applying filters and searching for data elements needs
Bitmap manipulation. Since data is encoded, obtaining a count with a Bitmap structure isn’t straightforward. Framework provides a range of core algorithms, which manipulates the underlying Bitmap
structure and give a result for a query.
CooccurenceCount is such a core algorithm which would
count the co-occurrence of two numbers among two
columns. Since Co-Occurrence counting makes up
the most basic processing in the framework, we’ll first
show how this operation is performed with Bitmaps
& BitSlices. Co-occurence counting is frequently
used when populating contingency tables. While implementing Both Naı̈ve Bayes and Decision Tree we
used a contingency table to perform computations.
Co-OccurenceCount is implemented as a kernel
and at the start of the kernel,the entire Dataset gets
transferred to the Device memory. Since GPU is only
transferring result of a computation, there won’t be
any major data transfers from GPU to CPU.
The basic unit in either of these representations is
a Bitmap, which is kept as ulong vector. Result of
an intersection produces another Bitmap, count of 1
of which can be obtained using popcount instruction
available in CUDA. Since both Bitmaps and BitSlices
are representationally similar, we’ll explain in detail
about Bitmap processing and then briefly talk about
BitSlices.

3.2.1

Processing with Bitmaps

With the Bitmap representation each attribute is a
collection of Bitmaps, so counting co-occurrence between two attributes would involve intersecting and
counting Bitmaps.
In sequential addressing reduction(Harris, 2016)
, each GPU core would work on the same intersection and count operation, regardless of the GPU multiprocessor they belong to. Each thread is in charge
of an interleaved portion of the Bitmap, in such a way
that threads having consecutive indexes work on consecutive parts of the Bitmap. In Fig. 3 we provide
a visualisation of the Bitmap intersection. Bitmap 1
and Bitmap 2 are two ulong arrays residing in GPU’s
main memory. In Cycle 1 each block will be processing the set of elements located to the left of the
Bitmaps.Block 1 will be processing elements demarcated by broken lines while Block 2 will be processing elements with dotted lines. Each thread in the
block will pick an index and read two elements located at that position from two Bitmaps. Intersection and counting would happen in each thread and
would get aggregated by the block level when writing to shared memory. At the end of Cycle 1, Block 1
will write the aggregation of 4 elements located to
the very left of the Bitmap and Block 2 will similarly write down aggregation of the next 4.In Cycle 2,
both the blocks will pick a different portion of the
same Bitmaps. Block 2 will be picking the last 4 elements to the right, the ones marked with dotted lines
and Block 1 will pick next 4 elements from the end
marked with broken lines. The value n1 provided by
Block 1 at the end of Cycle 2 is the aggregation of all
elements processed by Block 1. Similarly n2 is the
aggregation of all elements processed by Block 2. If
there are n blocks, then an array of n will be written
to Global memory, each with the aggregation of all
elements processed by each block. Summing up this
array would give the result for the entire Bitmap.This
is usually done by running a summing kernel providing the array with partial sums as the input.
The Algorithm BitmapCo-OccuranceCountGPU
shows the code for this Bitmap intersecting kernel.
Here col1 and col2 are the respective columns (attributes) represented in Bitmaps needed for the intersection. Each column can be thought of as an array of
Bitmaps. Since we are only representing categorical
data with Bitmaps, a single category value would have
a unique Bitmap.index1 and index2 are the indices of
the first and second category values respectively. We
also pass the length which gives the number of ulong
literals in a Bitmap.
BitmapCo-OccuranceCountGPU (col1,col2,length,
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index1,index2,output)
tid <- threadIdx.x
i <- blockIdx.x x blockSize + threadIdx.x
gridSize <- blockSize x gridDim.x
sdata <- initialize shared memory
mySum <- 0
bitwise <- !0
while i < length:
bitwise <- col1[index1][i] &
col2[index2][i]
mySum <- mySum + _popcll(bitwise)
i <- i + gridSize
endwhile
sdata[tid] <- mySum
....
if tid == 0:
output[blockIdx.x] <- mySum
endif

endif
endfor
for k <- 0 to col2_bitmaps - 1:
if val2 & (1 << k):
bitwise <- bitwise & col2[k][i]
else:
bitwise <- bitwise & !col2[k][i]
endif
endfor
i <- i + gridSize
mySum <- mySum + _popcll(bitwise)
endwhile
sdata[tid] <- mySum
....
if tid == 0:
output[blockIdx.x] <- mySum
endif

We first initialise internal state variables by getting Block and Thread configurations. The variables
threadIdx and blockIdx are set by CUDA environment
based on parameters we set while invoking the kernel. Since this kernel is invoked by each thread, each
thread needs to select a non-overlapping portion of the
Bitmap. That’s why the variable i is determined using
blockIdx and threadIdx. Once we initialize variables
properly, we do a Bitmap intersection in line 9. A single thread may work on multiple portions in different
iterations. To facilitate this, we keep increasing i by
the size of the Grid (i.e the number of blocks). We’ve
also omitted the part which performs block-wise aggregation. The kernel would only write to the global
memory at the time of finishing kernel invocation, and
at other times it would only do reads. When doing
reads, consecutive threads will be read from adjacent
memory locations so the accesses are coalesced. And
when writing to shared memory, a sequential addressing method is followed to avoid bank conflicts.

Intersection with BitSlices are done in a fashion
similar to the algorithms described in Algorithm 4.2
(O’Neil and Quass, 1997). Algorithm BitSliceCoOccuranceCountGPU show the BitSlice intersecting
kernel running on GPU. In addition to the parameters
passed in BitmapCo-OccuranceCountGPU, we pass
the number of Bitmaps in each column (indicated by
col1 bitmaps & col2 bitmaps)and a pointer to output
array residing in the Global Memory. BitSlice Intersection looks a bit complex compared to Bitmap Kernel, since there’s loop running to select the number.
In Bitmap Kernel we didn’t have to explicitly pass the
category values, but for BitSlices we need to do so,
since it’s based on those values intersection is done.
Similar to Bitmaps, once the intersecting and
counting is done, a block level reduction happens,
which is followed by a global reduction. The only
noticeable difference between the two representations
is that, in Bitmap representation a Bitmap is readily available for an attribute value, but in BitSlices it
needs to be generated in the kernel as computation
happens.

3.2.2

3.2.3

Processing with BitSlices

Processing with BitSlices is very much similar to processing Bitmaps, main difference being having to load
all the BitSlices belonging to the two attributes as opposed to reading the two particular Bitmaps.
BitSliceCo-OccuranceCountGPU (col1,col2,length,
val1,val2,col1_bitmaps,col2_bitmaps,output)
Initialising ...
while i < length:
bitwise <- !0
for k <- 0 to col1_bitmaps - 1:
if val1 & (1 << k):
bitwise <- bitwise & col1[k][i]
else:
bitwise <- bitwise & !col1[k][i]

Batching Operations

Usually arithmetic intensity of a Bitmap intersection
is low. To produce intersection of two Bitmaps, two
global reads have to be made. This makes the kernel,
a bandwidth sensitive one since a larger proportion
of time is spent in transferring Bitmaps from global
memory. With batching we'll be reading four Bitmaps
to produce four resulting Bitmaps. In the traditional
reduction phase, which follows counting operation,
count is kept in an integer. But in the batched mode
we are using int4, which easily allows us to keep four
pattern counts. However before transferring results to
host's side they need to be mapped with proper integers.
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Figure 5:
Datasets.

3.2.4

cal dataset with 11 attributes and one million rows
and KDDCup99 dataset(b25, 1999). Most attributes
in KDDCup were real, due to which we had to split
those into ranges and create discrete categories.
In the following subsections we present experiments performed and the criteria used in evaluating
algorithms.

Implementing Algorithms on the
Framework

Both Naı̈ve Bayes and Decision Trees have been
implemented by using counts returned from CoOccurrenceCount kernels. For both the Algorithms
we used the implementation provided by weka (Witten et al., 2011). When an algorithm starts, it initializes a two-dimensional matrix at Device’s space,
transfers Dataset to the device and starts invoking
kernels. It’s to this matrix, the counts will be written. The 2D Matrix has cells equal to att values ×
class values, where att values and class values represent cardinality of the test attribute and the class
attribute respectively. When using non-batched kernels, each kernel invocation counts a single pattern
requiring that many invocations equal to the number
of cells. The batched mode can count four patterns at
once, so depending on the Dataset, a minimum of one
fourth of the invocations will happen.

4

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate performance of the framework, and to assess correctness of algorithms, we present experimental results. Since our primary target is to measure performance gains obtained by Bitmap and BitSlice variants on GPUs, results are compared with CPU variants which use those representations.
For experiments we used three Datasets available
in UCI machine learning repository (Dua and Graff,
2017), USCensus(b23, 1990), which is a categorical
dataset with 68 attributes and two million rows, PokerHand(b24, 1990), which also is another categori264

Speedup over Standard-CPU on different
3

4.1 Experimental Setup
All experiments were performed on a computer with
Intel Core 17-2600 CPU at 3,40GHz, with HyperThreading, 16GB of main memory, and equipped
with a GeForce GTX480 graphics card. The GPU
consists of 15 SIMD multi-processors, each of which
has 32 cores running at 1.4 GHZ. The GPU memory
is 1.5 GB with the peak bandwidth of 177 GB/sec.
The goal of following tests is to assess performance of two Naı̈ve Bayes implementations for GPU,
with respect to CPU implementations. We mainly
performed the test by using different datasets and
recording execution time of each variant. Accuracy
of the models were verified by comparing estimator
values set during each execution. For the experiments
we used 7 different implementations which are summarized below.
• Standard-CPU - Unmodified implementation provided by Weka.
• BitSlice-CPU - Algorithm that uses Bitslices,
which runs on the CPU.
• Bitmap-CPU - An implementation running on
CPU using a Bitmap representation.
• Bitmap-CPU - An implementation running on
CPU using a Bitmap representation.
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• Bit-Slices GPU - The variant using Bit-Slices,
which runs on GPU.
• Bit-Slices GPU Batched - The same variant as
above, which performs operations in batches.
• Bitmap GPU - An implementation running on
GPU which uses Bitmaps.
• Bitmap GPU Batched - The bitmap variant running on GPU
running operations in batches.
In Fig. 4 we show the comparison with different
datasets, according to which we can see a clear difference between CPU and GPU variants. While measuring time we only measured the time taken to build the
model. Transfer times were excluded because a transfer would be done only once for multiple executions
and can be considered as a one time operation. The
graphs show an average time which is the average of
six iterations.
Fig. 5 shows the Speed ups for GPU variants, obtained against Standard-CPU. This highlights the difference between batched and non-batched modes. In
all cases, batched variants report as twice as much
speed up when compared to the non-batched counterpart. Further, an interesting observation can be
made with USCensus dataset. When comparing nonbatched executions for BitSlices and Bitmaps, in all
three Datasets Bitmap variant has given a better speed
up than the BitSlice variant. But such a difference
cannot be observed between batched variants for USCensus. Both BitSlice-Batched and Bitmap-Batched
are showing similar speedups in USCensus. While
looking into the Dataset we found that, there are many
attributes having less than 4 distinct values. In the
non-batched mode, Bitmap based algorithm would

read two bitmaps to produce result of a single intersection, but to produce the result for the same intersection, BitSlice algorithm would read 4 BitSlices.
In batched mode, both the variants will be reading
4 Bitmaps to produce 4 results. Since memory accesses are more uniform in batched mode, BitSlice
and Bitmap algorithms run equally fast.

4.2 Results for Decision Trees
For Decision Tree algorithm, we ran a subset of the
above tests using the same three datasets. Same steps
followed for Naı̈ve Bayes were used while running
the experiments and verifying model accuracy. Results obtained for Decision Trees are shown in 6.
However, we didn’t execute non-batched modes for
Decision Trees, since batched mode itself wasn’t giving a considerable speed up. While implementing Decision Trees, we had to handle additional complexity
of maintaining partitions. It’s the approach we took in
handling partitions gave us considerable small performance gains. Still the GPU variants finish faster than
CPU ones, but the speedups are very modest.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we focused on using Bitmap techniques
for classification algorithms. We showed that FIM algorithms use Bitmaps on GPUs to perform computations in parallel. Then we showed that by separating out model building phase from the phase which
iterates through the Dataset , we can use Bitmap
based structures to speed up Algorithm execution.
The framework we proposed, represents Data with
Bitmaps and provides kernels to manipulate Bitmap
based structure. We also propose a batching technique
which enables performing multiple counting operations in a single kernel. By implementing two algorithms, Naı̈ve Bayes and Decision Trees, we show
that proposed model can be used to implement, Classification algorithms. With the Datasets used in our
experiments, we’ve been able to achieve a maximum
speed ups of 80 for Naı̈ve Bayes, and 19 for Decision
Trees, against the CPU implementation. With this we
show that Bitmaps can be used on GPUs to speed up
Classification Algorithms. Results for Decision tree
even though remains promising, aren’t as significant
as Naı̈ve Bayes. We feel that, Decision Trees can
be improved further, since the approach we followed
incurs frequent memory transfers between CPU and
GPU. Bitmap representation provided the best speed
up in all cases, giving an indication that it can be used
to speed up processing categorical datasets. BitSlices
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can be considered as a generic representation, since it
can hold both categorical and numerical data and also
since it doesn’t significantly reduce speed when comparing with Bitmap representation. We believe the
work discussed in this paper would provide a ground
work for building a Bitmap based framework for Data
Mining algorithms in general.
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